Introduction
============

Recent metagenomics studies have led to the realization that the commonly observed phenotypic diversity within microbial ecosystems is just the tip of the iceberg. High-throughput sequencing has revealed an immense variation at the level of DNA sequences ([@evv255-B101]) and ecological adaptation ([@evv255-B20]), even in narrow taxonomic groups. How this diversity comes about, and moreover how it is maintained, is still an open question.

An important source of diversity in prokaryotes is the remarkable flexibility of their genome content ([@evv255-B12]; [@evv255-B25]; [@evv255-B13]). This ﬂexibility is not equal for all parts of the genome, as some genes are more dispensable than others. The well-conserved core genes generally encode basal cellular functions, and are complemented with a variable and more niche-specific set of accessory genes. The core genome tends to have a phylogeny that is consistent with that of the species. On the other hand, the accessory genome has a phylogeny that differs from this vertical inheritance pattern (e.g., [@evv255-B24]), showing that horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is an important process in shaping the ﬂexibility and diversity of prokaryotes ([@evv255-B7]). Indeed, recent results have shown that the rate at which HGT happens is up to 2 orders of magnitude higher than per-gene point mutations ([@evv255-B21]). These results indicate that the gene content of microbes can change in relatively short timescales.

Populations of bacteria do not only display high diversity in gene repertoires but also at the phylogenetic level, as was recently shown for Vibrionaceae ([@evv255-B20]) and *Streptomyces* sp. ([@evv255-B31]). Strikingly, this phylogenetic diversity is maintained despite the presence of "superkiller" strains ([@evv255-B31]; [@evv255-B2]). [@evv255-B31] explained this superkiller paradox in a model assuming high rates of de novo gene gain (e.g., HGT from a distant source), which creates an evolutionary arms race. However, the resulting clonal diversity and short evolutionary life span of lineages appear to fall short in explaining the observed phylogenetic diversity in wild populations. Surprisingly, the studies also show that killing happens less frequently between related individuals, that is, close kin are spared from killing. The frequency of killing is low up to a certain genetic threshold, after which it sharply increases. This observation once again suggests high levels of phylogenetic structure. The combination of high phenotypic diversity and high phylogenetic diversity suggests that adaptive genes sweep the population on their own, rather than resulting in genome-wide, clonal sweeps ([@evv255-B24]). Furthermore, as de novo gene discovery fails to reproduce these patterns, internal HGT of locally present DNA is a likely candidate for the ﬂexibility and diversity of prokaryotic populations.

In *Vibrio ordalii*, the toxin production gene is part of a mobile genetic element (MGE) ([@evv255-B2]). Surprisingly, this toxin-production gene was not linked to the corresponding resistance factor, and can thus only transfer to individuals that already have the resistance factor in their genetic background. The resistance of *V. ordalii* was indeed shown to be ancestral, and other resistant-only individuals show no trace of the MGE. These results indicate that the resistance gene is part of the core genome, whereas the toxin gene is a mobile accessory gene which is frequently transferred within and potentially between populations of Vibrionaceae. This genome structure appears to prevent clonal dynamics, and impacts the observed diversity and interaction dynamics by means of gene-level selection.

We here ask the question how local HGT impacts population diversity and the differential gene mobility as observed for the toxin and resistance genes in Vibrio's. Furthermore, we wish to understand what selection pressures underlie this process, and how it shapes core-, accessory-, and pan-genomes. We investigate these questions by using a minimal model of microbial evolution, where cells undergo HGT of locally present DNA. The model includes three different levels: Genes, cells, and spatial patterns. Cells compete locally for space by means of antagonistic interactions of toxin and resistance genes. Cells stochastically take up genes from the local extracellular DNA (eDNA) pool. Genes encode their own mobility parameter, which represents the likelihood of integration into the genome after uptake. Antagonistic interactions take place between spatially patterned subpopulations. We focus on the evolution of gene mobility, and how this inﬂuences diversity and population structure. The aim is to reveal the intrinsic evolutionary pressure of gene mobility, abstracting away from the mechanisms underlying this process (e.g., uptake sequences \[[@evv255-B16]\] or illegitimate recombination \[[@evv255-B4]\]). Our minimal model shows how HGT and the resulting interplay of gene- and cell-level selection can explain the observed ecosystem diversity and the different phylogenetic patterns of core and accessory genomes of natural prokaryotic populations.

Materials and Methods
=====================

General Description
-------------------

We model a simple in silico microbial population that is subject to local HGT of toxin and resistance genes (for an overview, see [fig. 1](#evv255-F1){ref-type="fig"}). A spatial grid is implemented on which a single species is competing for reproduction space through local interactions by means of 20 sets of predefined toxin- and resistance genes. We assume that the costs for producing toxins or resistance factors are equal, and focus our observations on the evolution of gene mobility. The gene mobility is a gene-specific, evolvable feature which determines the chance of successful integration after uptake (i.e., abstracting away from mechanisms such as ﬂanking sequence homology, MGEs, etc.). The genes available for uptake originate from dying individuals, leaving their genetic information behind. This pool of eDNA undergoes diffusion and decay, whereas individuals in the proximity of this genetic material can stochastically take up genes. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.---Graphical representation of the modelled microbial ecosystem. Microbe-like individuals compete on a grid, with fitness-proportional reproduction (*R~i~* and *B~i~*, eqs. 1 and 2) and stochastic death (*D~i~*, eq. 3). Fitness is decreased for every gene in the genome of an individual linearly (parameter *c*). *D~i~* is increased for each toxin produced in the Moore (8) neighborhood for which the individual does not produce resistance factors (parameter *t*). Dying individuals leave their genes behind (blue and red circles for resistance and toxin genes, respectively), creating an eDNA pool that is diffused using Toffoli--Margolus Diffusion ([@evv255-B28]). Genes can then be taken up with a fixed probability (*u*), and get integrated into the genome with a probability that is evolved per gene (*m*).

Population Dynamics
-------------------

Our model is a stochastic cellular automaton, where grid points represent reproduction space. They are either empty or contain one individual bacterium. Every time step, all grid points are synchronously updated based on their own state, and the state of adjacent grid points in the Moore Neighborhood (eight adjacent sites). If the grid point is empty, local neighbors can compete for reproduction (*R~i~*) into the empty spot with chances that are dependent on their relative birth rate (*B~i~*) with respect to the birth rate of the other competitors (see [eqs. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). *B~i~* is linearly decreasing for the total number of toxin- and resistance genes produced by that individual (*G*t+r), with a fixed per-gene cost (*c*). It is also possible that none of the individuals reproduces, for example, when there are very few or unfit individuals surrounding the empty grid point (this chance is scaled by parameter e in [eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

Individual bacteria die with a constant probability (*d*), increased by the toxicity parameter (*t*) for every direct neighbor that is capable of killing the focal cell (eq. 3). Note that killing is self-inclusive, meaning that individuals need both the toxin gene and the resistance gene to survive. $$B_{i}\operatorname{} = \text{max}\left( {0,1 - c \cdot \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n_{\text{genes}}}\left( G_{i_{j}} \right)} \right),$$ $$R_{i} = \frac{B_{i}}{\sum_{j}B_{j} + e},$$ $$D_{i} = \text{min}\operatorname{}\left( {1,\operatorname{}d + t \cdot \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n_{\text{neigh}}}\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{n_{\text{genes}}}\left( {G_{i_{k(\text{res})}} = = 0\&\& G_{j_{k\text{(tox)}}} > 0} \right)} \right).$$

Gene-Level Dynamics
-------------------

The genomes of bacteria are implemented as simple collections of toxin- and resistance genes, where the order of genes is not taken into account (i.e., excluding the possibility of physical coupling of genes). In this model, 20 different pairs of toxin- and resistance genes are taken into account (a total of 40 unique genes). The genes have an identity-tag (letters A--T in [fig. 1](#evv255-F1){ref-type="fig"}), a mobility (*m*), and a neutral bit-string marker used for phylogenetic reconstruction of gene trees (see details on phylogenetic reconstruction below). Upon reproduction, an individual copies its collection of genes allowing for mutations on both the mobility parameter (*m*), and bit flip mutations on the bit-string marker. There is also a fixed per-gene probability of loss (*l*). De novo gene discovery and gene duplication do not happen as a result of replicating the genome for reproduction. However, gene duplications and gene discovery can both be the result of the simplified form of HGT in the model.

HGT, and the resulting gene-level dynamics, is included by modelling a simple process of uptake of eDNA (as shown in [fig. 1](#evv255-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Individuals that die leave their genes behind, which diffuse and decay with a fixed rate. Genes that reside on the same spot as any bacterium have a fixed chance (*u*) to be taken up by the bacterium. Subsequently, the gene can be integrated into the genome of the individual with a chance *P*(*m*) which is an evolvable property of that toxin or resistance gene. If that cell already had a copy of that gene, it pays the cost without getting any ecological benefit. Thus, in this model, having multiple copies of a gene is always detrimental to the direct fitness, and can only be advantageous in an evolutionary context (e.g., redundancy when one of the copies is lost). If the gene is not integrated into the genome after uptake, it is degraded (*P*(1 − *m*) → Ø).

For example, if toxin A in [figure 1](#evv255-F1){ref-type="fig"} (colored red) gets taken up by the green cell, it gets incorporated into the genome with a chance (in the figure indicated as ∼65%), which is unique for that instance of gene A. Because of mutations, many other instances of toxin gene A are present with different values for *m*, resulting in a process of natural selection on the gene-level. Note that in this example, the cell indeed has the resistance gene for compound A, meaning it could give a selective advantage to the cell if it would get integrated into the genome, indirectly also benefitting the toxin gene.

Finally, every time step a fixed number of random toxin and resistance genes ﬂux into the eDNA-pool (*f*). These genes flux in at a random position. They can have a novel and unique identity, but the gene mobility is sampled from the existing ecosystem, under the assumption that there is inﬂux from a relatively distant, but otherwise similar ecosystem. This parameter is used to study the effect of closed ecosystems, where the majority of genes comes from the population itself, and gradually more open ecosystems.

Visualizing Fitness Landscapes
------------------------------

Fitness landscapes are generated to understand when the loss/gain of a gene is beneficial and gives an immediate benefit for a cell. Here we define fitness as (*B~i~* − *D~i~*) and calculate the average difference in fitness with respect to the eight adjacent neighbors, before and after the mutation. The difference between before and after (*E~i~*) gives the immediate benefit gain/loss of a gene would give the cell ([eq. 4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Note that long-term, indirect effects (e.g., toxin gain enabling to locally overgrow more than the direct neighbors) are not included in this measure. We also measure *E~i~* with eight randomly chosen individuals, which helps to understand the importance of local interactions in the ecosystem: $$E_{i} = \frac{\sum_{j = 1}^{n_{\text{neighbours}}}\left( {\left( {B^{*}{}_{i} - D^{*}{}_{i}} \right) - \left( {B_{j} - D^{*}{}_{j}} \right)} \right)}{8} - \frac{\sum_{j = 1}^{n_{\text{neighbours}}}\left( {\left( {B_{i} - D_{i}} \right) - \left( {B_{j} - D_{j}} \right)} \right)}{8},$$

where *B*\**~i~*, *D*\**~i~*, and *D*\**~j~* are the parameters after the gain/loss of the gene.

Strain Diversity and Phylogenetic Reconstruction
------------------------------------------------

In this model, we distinguish between phenotypic strain diversity and phylogenetic diversity. Strain diversity is measured at the phenotypic level, by the presence or absence of resistance and toxin-production (i.e., strains with redundant genes do not contribute to strain diversity). To exclude transient mutants, only strains consisting of more than 20 individuals are included.

In addition to strain diversity, phylogenetic trees are constructed to study the phylogenetic diversity and the balance between vertical and horizontal transfer of genes. We added neutral bit-string markers to both the cells and to each of the genes. Note however that these markers are strictly for observational purposes, and have no meaning other than to reconstruct the evolutionary history. All individuals carry a neutral marker that is only inherited vertically, but the marker for genes can both be inherited vertically and horizontally (through the transformation-like process described above). Upon inheritance, the 1,000-bit-long binary strings mutate with a chance of 10^−6^ per bit. Distance matrices are made of the populations of genes and individuals, allowing us to make species trees, gene trees, and most importantly, to map closely related genes onto the species tree. All trees were generated in R version 3.0.2 using hclust with an average similarity method.

Results
=======

We first focus on some key results of the model under parameter conditions given by [table 1](#evv255-T1){ref-type="table"}. Both gene costs and loss were set as low as was possible without resulting in the loss of too many genes. Although in larger grids lower values can be used without genes being lost, we chose a relatively small grid (250 × 250) for computational reasons. In the section "Evolution of the Fitness Landscape," we discuss how too low a gene loss/cost eventually leads to the loss of most genes. Table 1Default Parameters for the ModelParameterValueGrid size250 × 250Base death (d)0.05 per time stepToxicity (t)0.3 per toxinGene cost (c)0.05 per geneGene loss (l)0.0005 per gene per replicationRate of uptake (u)0.01 per cell per geneInitial HGT rates0.1Gene influx No. (f)3 per time stepDecay genes0.1eDNA diffusion No.3 per time stepInitial gene mobility0.1Mobility mutation rate0.01 per replicationMobility mutation sizeUniform ± 0.05Neutral marker mutation rate10^−6^ per bit

Evolution of Differential Gene Mobility
---------------------------------------

Individuals are initialized by randomly assigning relatively immobile toxin and resistance genes (*m* ∼ 0.1) to a subset of the population, yielding a population where individuals mutually kill one another (see [fig. 2](#evv255-F2){ref-type="fig"}B and [supplementary movie](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) S1, [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) online). During this initial phase, the average mobility of both toxin and resistance genes, respectively, called *T*~mobility~ and *R*~mobility~ henceforward, is increasing ([fig. 2](#evv255-F2){ref-type="fig"}A). The ﬂux of genes favors the spread of resistance, and after some time, the pattern of mutual killing virtually disappears ([fig. 2](#evv255-F2){ref-type="fig"}C). From this point, the mobility of resistance genes (*R*~mobility~) no longer increases, but minimizes to approximately 0.10, whereas *T*~mobility~ evolves to a high value (∼0.95). Surprisingly, diversity is maintained even after long-term evolution, despite the high levels of resistance. In this equilibrium phase, long periods of static coexistence ([fig. 2](#evv255-F2){ref-type="fig"}C) are interspersed with localized killing ([fig. 2](#evv255-F2){ref-type="fig"}D and [supplementary movie](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) S1, [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) online). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.---(*A*) Evolution toward differential gene mobility. *T*~mobility~ (red line), *R*~mobility~ (black line), and strain diversity (blue area) are plotted against time. As the results are averaged for five independent simulations, the dotted lines represent the standard deviations. Only strains that were prevalent (\>20 individuals) were accounted for the strain diversity. Panels (*B*)--(*D*) depict snapshots of the field-dynamics, where black depicts empty cells, and all other colors are unique strains. The white arrows in panel (*D*) depict how the red strain locally overgrows sensitive individuals.

We next wished to understand how the divergence of *T*~mobility~ and *R*~mobility~ comes about, and how this process maintains a diverse population. [Figure 3](#evv255-F3){ref-type="fig"}A displays how the average genome composition of individuals changes over time. First, there is a strong increase in individual resistance (gray area), as was already suggested by the disappearing pattern of mutual killing. The benefit of producing toxins should be decreasing, as individuals become resistant to a variety of toxins. Indeed, the decline in the number of toxin genes per individual (red area) reflects that producing a toxin is, on average, costly. Some toxin genes are completely lost from the population, as can be seen in the declining number of toxins in the pan genome (dark blue line). However, toxins genes that evolve higher mobility than their corresponding resistance factor appear to be maintained ([fig. 3](#evv255-F3){ref-type="fig"}B, gray lines), even after long-term evolution. Note that toxin and resistance genes with less diverged gene mobility, eventually go extinct ([fig. 3](#evv255-F3){ref-type="fig"}B, red lines). We conclude from [figure 3](#evv255-F3){ref-type="fig"}B that toxin genes can survive prolonged periods of unrewarding toxin production, by shifting selection toward the gene-level. The persistence of these genes in the population is rewarded when a strain that has lost resistance to the toxin is locally overgrown (as shown in [fig. 2](#evv255-F2){ref-type="fig"}D). These results explain how only toxin and resistance genes with strongly differential gene mobility are maintained after long-term evolution, which in turn helps to uphold strain diversity. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.---High levels of resistance promote the evolution of differential gene mobility. (*A*) Average number of different types of toxin genes (red) and resistance genes (gray) per individual. The darker shadow displays the total of nonunique genes of both types. The total number of toxins in the pan genome is depicted by the blue line. (*B*) The ratio between *T*~mobility~ and *R*~mobility~ for all corresponding toxin and resistance genes is displayed, where maintained couples are displayed in gray, and couples that go extinct before 1 × 10^6^ simulation steps are displayed in red. The average gene mobility ratio is displayed by the dark gray area.

Differential Gene Mobility Is Required for Phenotypic Diversity
---------------------------------------------------------------

Spatial patterns allow for many strains to coexist, because there is no all-against-all competition. Indeed, mixing the population results in the extinction of almost all toxin and resistance genes ([supplementary fig. S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) online). Maintaining diversity depends mostly on maintaining standing variation, as the influx of new genes (*f*) is low ([table 1](#evv255-T1){ref-type="table"}). Does the observed diversity depend on the evolution of the differential gene mobility, or is the process of HGT alone enough to explain the maintained diversity? To answer this question, simulations are done without allowing gene mobility to evolve. [Figure 4](#evv255-F4){ref-type="fig"} shows that diversity always decreases to very low values when *T*~mobility~ and *R*~mobility~ are fixed to the same value, even when *T*~mobility~ and *R*~mobility~ are both equally high (green line). As a reference, it is shown that the diversity of previously discussed simulations (blue area) is much higher. When the mobility of toxin and resistance genes is diverged from the start of the simulation (gray area), the population retains very high diversity within the timespan of the simulation, showing that differential gene mobility indeed help in preventing the decline of diversity. Concluding, in our closed ecosystem with low influx, diversity can only be maintained through differential gene mobility. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 4.---Differential gene mobility is required to maintain phenotypic diversity. Average strain diversity is depicted over evolutionary time, for different scenarios where *T*~mobility~ and *R*~mobility~ do not evolve (colored lines). For comparison, the diversity from the main simulations is also displayed (blue area). The gray area depicts simulations where toxins and resistance genes have differential gene mobility (0.9 and 0.1, respectively) that does not evolve.

Evolution of the Fitness Landscape
----------------------------------

Why does *R*~mobility~ remain low, if higher mobility could help prevent local sweeps? Why are there no all-resistant individuals, outcompeting all toxin producing individuals? To further understand the evolved genome composition, and appearance of differential gene mobility, we constructed the fitness landscape for gain and loss of genes both early and late in the evolution. [Figure 5](#evv255-F5){ref-type="fig"}A shows that gaining a resistance gene is almost always detrimental for the cell. This peak at −0.05 reflects the per-gene costs (*c* parameter) the host pays for a resistance gene, which yields no direct benefit. In contrast, [figure 5](#evv255-F5){ref-type="fig"}B shows that the effect of gaining a toxin gene is much more varied, and although it is often detrimental because of self-killing or the gene cost, it can be very advantageous as well. Interestingly, long-term evolution leading to differential gene mobility increases both neutrality and the beneficial effects of toxin gain. In other words, the fairly weak initial bias leads to evolution of higher *T*~mobility~, which in turn enhances the advantage of gaining genes. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 5.---Evolution of the fitness landscape of gaining or losing toxin and resistance genes. The distribution of fitness (*B~i~* − *D~i~*) advantages with respect to local neighbors for gaining/losing genes. Blue bars indicate an early time point where *T*~mobility~ and *R*~mobility~ have not diverged yet. Black bars indicate the end of the simulation, where *T*~mobility~ and *R*~mobility~ have been diverged for a long time. Each type of mutation (*A*--*D*) was repeated 1,000 times for every individual in the population. All error bars were very small, and omitted for clarity.

Loss of genes (i.e., a nonevolvable parameter) shows an opposite trend. Losing resistance genes has a varied effect on fitness, and is frequently deleterious ([fig. 5](#evv255-F5){ref-type="fig"}C), whereas losing toxin genes is almost always slightly beneficial ([fig. 5](#evv255-F5){ref-type="fig"}D). Together these fitness effects lead to the observed population with high levels of resistance and much lower levels of toxicity ([fig. 3](#evv255-F3){ref-type="fig"}A), and the evolution of differential gene mobility ([fig. 2](#evv255-F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Furthermore, the fitness landscapes show that long-term evolution leads to significantly higher neutrality, reflecting the long-term evolution to higher robustness known for static fitness landscapes ([@evv255-B30]; [@evv255-B33]). In contrast to these classical studies, the evolution of the fitness landscape is not only due to the evolution of genome composition but also due to the evolved population structure and local pattern formation. To quantify the role of local pattern formation, [supplementary figure S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) online, displays the fitness landscape for the evolved population structure and genome composition, excluding the influence of local pattern by choosing random interactors instead of neighbors. Most strikingly, the beneficial effects of gaining toxin genes are not present ([supplementary fig. S2***B***](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) online), showing that gaining a toxin gene hardly ever yields a "global" advantage. Spatial pattern formation is indeed essential for the outcome of the model. If spatial pattern formation is prevented, diversity collapses in the very short term (data not shown). We conclude that the functional differences between toxin and resistance genes, and therewith the differences in fitness landscapes, play an important role in the evolution of differential gene mobility, and its consequences.

Finally, the fitness landscape also clarifies why too low per gene costs/loss leads to the loss of most genes. We can infer from [figure 5](#evv255-F5){ref-type="fig"}B that the advantageous effects of gaining a toxin are very rare. When gene cost or gene loss is too low, multiresistant cells readily arise. This makes the advantageous effects of gaining toxin genes become even more rare. Therefore, even very mobile toxin genes are lost from the population, which in the long run leads to the loss of the resistance genes, which are now useless. Indeed, [supplementary figure S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) online, shows that when gene cost or gene loss is low, the strain diversity is much lower. Even so, differential gene mobility still evolves. Increasing gene cost or gene loss generally yields clonal dynamics, and does not result in the evolution of differential gene mobility.

Core Resistance Repertoires and Accessory Toxins
------------------------------------------------

We next focus on how toxin and resistance genes are distributed among the various strains, as *T*~mobility~ and *R*~mobility~ have diverged to nearly a 10-fold difference. For this, we have tagged both individuals and genes with a neutral bit-string marker (see Materials and Methods). Note that this marker is only used for observational purposes, and has no meaning otherwise. The markers for individuals can only be inherited vertically, which we use to generate a reference "species"-tree. Next, the phylogeny of genes is reconstructing using their own neutral markers. When the effective rate of HGT is high, closely related genes will appear in different clades in the reference tree. As shown in [figure 6](#evv255-F6){ref-type="fig"}A, the evolved differential gene mobility is reﬂected in how a typical toxin/resistance gene is mapped onto the phylogenetic tree. Closely related clusters of a typical resistance gene (depicted as different colors in the inner circle) appear together in the tree, whereas for the corresponding toxin, closely related genes appear in many different clades (outer circle, also see [supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) online, for a representation of all genes). To quantify this effect for all genes and in more replicate simulations, we use a Robinson--Foulds metric ([@evv255-B22]), the fraction discrepant bipartitions, as a measure for tree-distance ([fig. 6](#evv255-F6){ref-type="fig"}B). Clearly, resistance genes are a better representation of the species tree than toxin genes are. The evolved differential gene mobility leads to persistent and core-like resistance repertoires with more transient accessory-like toxin genes. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 6.---Phylogenetic reconstruction shows core-like resistance with a patchy distribution of toxin genes. (*A*) For a typical corresponding toxin and resistance gene, closely related genes (different colors) are mapped onto the phylogenetic tree of 500 randomly sampled individuals from a typical simulation. The inner circle depicts how the phylogeny of the resistance gene closely resembles the phylogenetic tree. The corresponding toxin in the outer circle displays that the toxin gene has a much more scrambled distribution. Although this effect exists on many levels (i.e., does not strictly depend on how many gene clusters are made), this example uses ten gene clusters. (*B*) Frequency histograms of the fraction of discrepant bipartitions, a Robinson--Foulds metric ([@evv255-B22]), predicted by both gene-types for a total of ten simulations. The distribution for resistance genes and toxin genes has significantly different means (*P* \<\< 10e-14, Welch's *t*-test).

Strains Are Cohesive Units of Interaction
-----------------------------------------

The sparing of close kin as described by [@evv255-B31] and [@evv255-B2] is a feature that requires a nonclonal, phylogenetic structure. The clonal populations in the model by [@evv255-B31] indeed fail to reproduce this observed pattern, as killing increases even for very small genetic distances. To study this feature for our simulations, [figure 7](#evv255-F7){ref-type="fig"} displays how the cumulative probability of killing relates to the genetic distance with the target strain. Killing is not observed between highly related individuals, and higher frequencies of killing increase only for much greater genetic distances. As seen in the phylogenetic tree plotted along the same axis in [figure 7](#evv255-F7){ref-type="fig"}, the level of taxonomic structure below this threshold reﬂects the core-like resistance repertoires of strains that are used for [figure 6](#evv255-F6){ref-type="fig"}. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 7.---Strains spare close kin from killing. In an all-against-all killing assay, we compute the cumulative probability that the focal individual can kill a target individual given the genetic distance between them. Along the same axis the phylogenetic tree of 500 randomly sampled individuals is displayed, clustered into ten clades based on a core-like resistance gene (different colors). These ten clades correspond to the genetic distance where all profiles stop sparing close kin (∼40).

Similar to the all-against-all assay of *Vibrionaceae* sp. by [@evv255-B2], strains in our model are also cohesive populations, which act as emerging units of interaction. Killing happens more likely between clades than within, in accordance to the high phylogenetic structure and the core-like behavior of resistance repertoires. Spatial structure plays an important role in maintaining this pattern. Strains that lose resistance are less likely to survive if the corresponding toxin is produced by neighboring (i.e., more related) strains. The surprising interactions observed in all-against-all assays (e.g., superkillers) are not the interactions that determine the eco-evolutionary outcome of our model.

Diversity Is Robust to Selective Sweeps
---------------------------------------

Despite the small influx of genes, the rare discovery of new toxins happens in three of the ten replicated experiments. Surprisingly, diversity increases in all three cases, despite the fact that these events are followed by what looks like a selective sweep ([supplementary movie](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) S2 and fig. S5, [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) online). The distance to the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) and most of the underlying population structure is maintained even after the sweep, as sufficient HGT happens between the sweeping strain and other pre-existing strains. We varied the diffusion of eDNA as a proxy for interstrain geneﬂow and subjected these populations to similar selective sweeps. When diffusion of eDNA is very low, HGT happens more frequently within strains than between them. When we subjected populations with low eDNA diffusion to a selective sweep, two out of four sweeps lead to a phylogenetic bottleneck, which never happens with higher rates of eDNA diffusion (see [supplementary fig. S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) online). This shows that when the interstrain geneﬂow is suﬃciently faster than a selective sweep, the genes sweep the population on their own, allowing not only strain diversity but also phylogenetic diversity to persist.

Differential Gene Mobility Evolves Only in a Closed Ecosystem
-------------------------------------------------------------

The results discussed so far are examples from a relatively closed ecosystem, that is, with low inﬂux of genes. Next, we focus on gradually more open ecosystems by increasing the external inﬂux of genes into the eDNA plane ([fig. 8](#evv255-F8){ref-type="fig"}). For very open ecosystems, the difference between *T*~mobility~ and *R*~mobility~ is much smaller, as both *T*~mobility~ and *R*~mobility~ evolve high values. Although this increasing inﬂux mostly has a positive effect on the strain diversity, the branch length distribution shows that this scenario describes an evolutionary arms race where novel clones continuously replace one another (see [supplementary movie](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) S3, [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) online). Indeed, the phylogenetic trees show that at high inﬂux phylogenetic diversity is much lower than at lower inﬂux. Clearly, the core-like resistance repertoire as discussed above no longer exists at this parameter-range. Differential gene mobility and the resulting core and accessory genomes are most strongly observed at low inﬂux, that is, when most eDNA originates from the local population itself. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 8.---Differential gene mobility evolves only in a closed ecosystem. The effect of increasing influx on the gene mobility ratio (red), the strain diversity (blue), and the branch length distribution (green). Two phylogenetic trees display the difference in the population structure between a typical ecosystem with low influx and a typical ecosystem with high in flux. Clusters of an arbitrary resistance gene (different colors) are mapped to the trees to visualize the presence/absence of core genomes. The dashed green line displays how a single core-genome at low influx has a distance to MRCA comparable to the entire tree of the ecosystem with high influx.

Discussion
==========

We showed that differential gene mobility evolves in a simple model where HGT occurs by incorporation of locally present eDNA. Toxin genes evolve high mobility, whereas resistance genes are mostly vertically inherited. This differential gene mobility is furthermore required to maintain a diverse population, as diversity collapses when mobility is equal for toxin and resistance genes. Moreover, for parameter values which do not evolve differential gene mobility ([supplementary fig. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) online), the high diversity as observed in vivo does not occur. Importantly, the differential gene mobility appears to generate the within-species population structure and interaction dynamics as observed in vivo ([@evv255-B31]; [@evv255-B2]; [@evv255-B3]). Our model shows that many observations on microbial ecosystems can be explained by local, internal HGT and the resulting interplay of gene- and cell-level evolution.

Closed Ecosystems with High Diversity
-------------------------------------

Interspecies HGT challenges our concept of species ([@evv255-B35]). On the other hand, within-species HGT on a more local scale is now challenging our expectations on the eco-evolutionary dynamics of prokaryotes ([@evv255-B24]; [@evv255-B19]; [@evv255-B27]). We have shown in [figure 8](#evv255-F8){ref-type="fig"} that the dynamics of a closed ecosystem, that is, internal HGT of with a local pool of eDNA, is very different from open ecosystems. The closed ecosystem is very congruent with the observation of core-like resistomes in natural ecosystems ([@evv255-B6]). Furthermore, despite the closed and relatively small ecosystem, adaptations such as toxin production can be present because of gene-level selection. This shows that diversity and the presence of superkillers ([@evv255-B31]; [@evv255-B2]) do not necessarily contradict one another. Moreover, the diversity and dynamics of the closed ecosystem do not depend on high rates of de novo gene discovery, as in other modelling approaches ([@evv255-B31]; [@evv255-B3]), but on local HGT.

Although observations in our model are strikingly similar to in vivo observations, bacteria in agricultural soil ([@evv255-B9]) or hospital wastewater ([@evv255-B17]) might have the dynamics of an open ecosystem (e.g., as a result of anthropogenic inﬂuences). We have shown that increasing the external inﬂux of genes results in very rapid dynamics of clonal expansions driven by the continuous discovery of novel genes ([fig. 8](#evv255-F8){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary movie](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) S3, [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) online). Although superficially this ongoing de novo gene discovery results in higher strain diversity, [figure 8](#evv255-F8){ref-type="fig"} shows that repeated genome-wide selective sweeps actually negatively impact phylogenetic diversity. In other words, our results suggest that, counterintuitive, genetic diversity is highest when the majority of available adaptations originates from the population itself.

Earlier research has also challenged the idea diversity is reduced by genome-wide selective sweeps of beneficial adaptations. [@evv255-B24] propose that HGT can actually result in gene-specific selective sweeps, and how the diversity of the population is not necessarily purged by this process. Indeed, [@evv255-B26] have studied a model of gene-specific sweeps of a generic beneficial adaptation through negative frequency-dependent selection. Here, we have also shown gene-specific sweeps, but now in a context in which the benefit of a gene depends on the local neighborhood and the genetic background of the host cell. As such, newly discovered toxin and resistance genes spread through the population on their own, maintaining phylogenetic diversity ([supplementary fig. S5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) online).

The evolutionary impact of HGT, and evolution of the other HGT-related processes, can be very different depending on the scale, the donor and recipient species, and the environment. Together with recent studies, our results show that microbial evolution is not driven by clonal dynamics, and that even small, closed niches can be expected to harbor a lot of genetic and phenotypic diversity.

Rarely Beneficial Genes Evolve High Mobility
--------------------------------------------

The question of how and when HGT could be favorable is in most studies focused on the potential benefits of the cell ([@evv255-B15]; [@evv255-B9]). However, in our model we take into account both gene- and the cell-level selection, and show that it is actually the least beneficial genes, toxin genes, that evolve high mobility. As shown in [figure 3](#evv255-F3){ref-type="fig"}, as highly resistant individuals evolve, only toxin genes with mobility higher than their corresponding resistance gene are able to survive. We interpreted the low mobility of resistance in closed ecosystems as reduction of fitness cost of redundant genes, as individuals in the vicinity are already resistant. We have indeed shown that taking up resistance genes is rarely beneficial ([fig. 5](#evv255-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Congruent with these interpretations is the fact that that high diffusion of eDNA leads to increased gene mobility for both types of genes ([supplementary fig. S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) online), once again revealing how locality impacts the process of HGT. Despite the sparse presence of toxin producing individuals, resistance is sufficiently selected on the cell-level, whereas toxin genes need to evolve high gene mobility to survive. We tested the notion that less beneficial genes evolve higher gene mobility in a simple model, showing that there is indeed a significant anticorrelation between gene mobility and the frequency of selection (*P* value ≪ 2e-3, *R*^2^ = 0.4611, see [supplementary material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) online, for implementation). As can be seen from [figure 6](#evv255-F6){ref-type="fig"}, the process described above results in core-like resistance repertoires with a patchy distribution of toxin genes. A similar pattern is observed in core- and accessory genomes in vivo as accessory genes are only occasionally useful (i.e., pathogenicity or secondary metabolism \[[@evv255-B8]; [@evv255-B18]\]). This pattern could be explained by the dominant role of loss of genes ([@evv255-B34]), but this does not explain the discrepancy between the phylogeny of genes and cells. We show that HGT plays an important role in shaping this observed genome mosaicism ([@evv255-B36]).

Who Wants to Take Up eDNA?
--------------------------

In our model, we assumed that the uptake of eDNA by cells is fixed. Although not all routes of HGT can be prevented by the cell, for example, tranduction, many bacterial species are known to have evolved regulation of DNA-uptake ([@evv255-B23]). This suggests that uptake of eDNA is only occasionally useful. Indeed, when the uptake of eDNA is made evolvable in our model, cells avoid uptake under many conditions except high gene-loss (data not shown). What conditions make the uptake of eDNA favorable? Although DNA can serve as a nutrient ([@evv255-B5]), which might lead to transformation as a side-effect ([@evv255-B14]), more direct benefits of natural competence are poorly understood. Contrasting the regulated uptake of eDNA that is observed for most bacteria, the human pathogens of *Neiseria* sp. and *Helicobacter pylori* both constitutively take up eDNA ([@evv255-B23]). The strong environmental pressure by the immune system might directly select for diversity, potentially explaining the constitutive uptake of eDNA. Indeed, earlier studies have shown that the uptake of eDNA can prevent the loss of genomic information ([@evv255-B32]; [@evv255-B11]; [@evv255-B27]). Indeed, by generating and maintaining diversity HGT could contribute to the evolvability of prokaryotes ([@evv255-B10]), shaping the standing variation on which natural selection acts. In other words, an important entry point for future research would be the evolution of natural competence in relation to the environmental variability, and the signals used by the cells to induce this process.

Genes in our model are not only taken up with a fixed rate but also strictly independent of each other. In other words, two genes cannot get transferred together in a single event, as we assume no genetic linkage between genes. Although such decoupled behavior is observed in the Vibrio's discussed by [@evv255-B2], other research commonly observes both genes together on a plasmid or MGE ([@evv255-B1]; [@evv255-B29]). Linking genes can circumvent some of the risks of HGT, and could even feedback on the earlier questions regarding the evolution of natural transformation. What conditions favor independent toxin and resistance genes, and when does the alternative solution of, for example, toxin--antitoxin systems evolve? To investigate this, the model can be extended to include the evolution of genome structure, where HGT of fragmented DNA or plasmids could include multiple genes in a single event. Answering the aforementioned questions will further increase our understanding on multilevel evolution and the selection pressures that acts on these different biological levels.

We conclude that HGT and the resulting interplay between gene-level and cell-level selection can structure genomes and populations of microbial communities as observed in vivo.

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary movies S1--S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) and [figures S1--S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evv255/-/DC1) are available at *Genome Biology and Evolution* online (<http://www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/>).
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